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Hearts brimming with flowers, blossoms dripping with water, petals swirling together like the
galaxy, and more: 31 surrealistic designs of abstract gardens and fantastical bouquets will
inspire hours of experimental coloring. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for
easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Floral Frenzy and other
Creative Haven® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic
fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.

From the Back CoverOver 30 Floral Designs to ColorHearts brimming with flowers, blossoms
dripping with water, petals swirling together like the galaxy, and more: 31 surrealistic designs of
abstract gardens and fantastical bouquets will inspire hours of experimental coloring.Specially
designed for experienced colorists, Creative Haven® coloring books offer an escape to a world
of inspiration and artistic fulfillment.Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal &
display.Find your true colors with Creative Haven® and hundreds of other coloring books:
www.doverpublications.com/creativehavenAbout the AuthorMiryam Adatto was born and raised
in Colombia, South America. She attended the Art Institute there before marrying and moving to
the United States. For the last 30 years, Miryam has been teaching ceramics and art with
different media to children in the South Florida area. Her previous coloring books rank among
Dover's top-selling titles.
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iiiireader, “Detailed and Abstract Floral Designs Coloring Fun.
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“Floral Frenzy” is my second adult coloring book by Miryam Adatoo in the Creative Haven line.
As with the other book, “Fanciful Faces”, there are 31 beautiful and wildly abstract designs.Each
design is an explosion of flowers in wild abandon along with beautiful and abstract
backgrounds. At first glance in some cases, it is a little difficult to pick out the actual flowers. I
can tell that when I color them, I can choose to “hide” the flowers or to bring them into the
foreground of the design. I really like that I have this type of control over the design that I am
coloring. It gives me another element of design thought as I plan what I will do with each
page.As with other Creative Haven coloring books, the pages are perforated for easy removal,
are printed on bright white paper, and the designs are on only one side of each page (the back
of which is left blank.)I find that my gel pens and pencils work fine with these pages but when I
use markers, I have to test for ink seeping through. If it does, I use freezer paper or cardstock to
keep the page beneath from being marred.These designs are really beautiful and imaginative. I
find that the designs I have by Ms. Adatto are very different and allow me stretch a bit more as a
colorist. I am looking forward to playing with medium and colors to create “my garden” at the
end of each day.”

Pat, “Fun and lots of colors/-soothing. Paper weight is good for blending do not have to use the
same color over and over for pic to look great  Enjoyable/relaxing”

cathorne54, “Great experience with this line of books!. I really like the Creative Haven line of
coloring books. This is the second copy of this one I have bought. Great quality paper and
perforated so easy to pull out and frame. I have about 15 of their books and always look forward



to letting my imagination go and using any colors I want! Listen to my IPod and fly thru the
pages!”

spiritlaughing, “Fractured Delight. This one is fun! It can make you a trifle dizzy at times as the
art is on the fractured level. But still, I love it. Whimsical and interesting it is done on heavy
paper and no bleed through with my gel pens. I always use a protector sheet between pages
anyway, I don't want to indent the page below the one I am coloring on if I press too hard with my
pencils. Color pencils go down very smoothly though, unlike one book I bought that had cheap
paper and was a hassle to work on. I am very happy with this coloring book. I would highly
recommend it for those who like something a little different in the art work.”

Robin, “Nice coloring book for adults. I knew what I was getting, however, this is a wee bit
juvenile. The cover picture isn't but some of the pictures are. Some of them are "trippy" which is a
term people in my age bracket will get. That said, I like it, and I didn't realize that the pages are
perforated to be torn out. I thought of doing a few of them to frame just to have a pop of color in a
dark corner. It is worth the money and it serves the purpose I bought it for, which is a sort of
therapy.”

Catherine Anne Rosner, “Love this brand!. I have purchased about a dozen different books with
this brand! Awesome artists and so fun while I listen to podcasts!”

Pat A., “A Favorite. I must really like this book. This is the second one I've ordered. I like that the
designs really keep you interested. Some are very complicated, but there are many great
designs to color.  The lines are medium to heavier black.  Designs on one side.”

niki, “good value, easy to colour designs. This is a very nice colouring book with loads of pages
with different floral designs. The pages are all perforated which makes it easy to remove them
from the book. All the printed designs are on the right hand side pages and left side is blank.
This is great as you do not have to worry if the ink bleeds (although it is advisable to put
cardboard underneath the picture anyway). The areas to colour are not too small and I use
alcohol ink markers but the pages are ideal for colouring pencils too.I have added one picture
that I have coloured and will add more as and when I get around to colouring them.I would highly
recommend this book and feel it is suitable for all levels from beginners to anyone with more
experience.”

april, “Four Stars. nice pictures, good quality paper, some more intricate designs amongst some
simpler ones so very varied”

chipa 66, “cool. I love this collection”



Snubby, “This book is beautifully done as all the work of Miryam Adatto are. This book is
beautifully done as all the work of Miryam Adatto are. There is a lot of detailing which she puts in
all her books. There is a nice variety of art work in this book some basic to very detailed. The
pages are single not doubles sided and perforated. If you like a challenge this is the book for
you. She is a very talented artist.”

C O, “Five Stars. Beautiful, Thanks.”

The book by Queenie Wong has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 473 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 64 pages
Item Weight: 8 ounces
Dimensions: 8.2 x 0.2 x 11 inches
Misc: [object Object]
Perfect Paperback: 52 pages
Reading age: 8 - 10 years
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